
CALIFORNIA MAYORS 
CYBER CUP – SCENARIO 
 

The following scenario is based upon fact 
and real information from leading 
authorities. It poses a critical threat to the 
American way of life. In a blink of an eye, 
millions of lives can change forever, if we do 
not have the professionals in place to help 
stop the threat actors and their plots to take 
down our nation.   

 

We applaud your involvement in the 2019 
California Mayors Cyber Cup (CMCC) and 
willingness to help groom our future cyber 
defenders and leaders. 

 



The National Electric Regulatory Commission (NERC) has just been notified by the U.S. Cyber 
Command that communications have been intercepted stating a plot to take down the national electric 
grid within an unspecified period. It is believed that the window is narrow, and perceptions are that 
actions will take place within the next 48-hour period. The threat has been deemed credible, and the 
President has been notified. Only “need-to-know” organizations have been notified, as the nation’s 
leadership does not want wide-spread panic to set-in. 
 
As a secure and trusted team, the National Infragard has been notified, as well as Chapter heads. It is 
an all-hands effort to stop these bad-actors before the grid goes down and life across America changes 
forever. 
 

Today, 23 March 2019, at 0424 GMT the intercepted message reads: 
 
READ:  
Confirmed, all sectors in-place and are “go” for 
operation “America Dark;” Modified chips in place on 
the network machines at identified distribution 
generation switching facilities, allows inject 
undampened protective generator to transmission time-
current signaling upon command; Several controller 
pathways without authentication are identified and 
scripted; Key-site home-away-from-home signaling units 
ready for activation and maximum effect, inhibiting 
information sharing, and enhanced cascading 
failures; Easter eggs in place at key renewable Nexus 
points, to further impact restart efforts. هللا دمحلا  
STOP.  
 

You are an important part of an elite task-force that must find, suppress, and kill the commands planted 
on eleven machines from points across the globe to make America Dark. Unfortunately, you do not have 
any idea out of the thousands of machines controlling the grid, which ones are key to taking it down. 
Your task is to stop this lead bad-actor and his global team from being successful within the next four-
hours. Good luck. The nation is depending on you! 
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A SPECIAL THANK YOU 
 
It is with deepest appreciation that we acknowledge     
Mr. Irvin Lemus, Bay Area Regional Cyber Competition 
Coordinator, for his input and assistance in and helping 
to coordinate our state-wide competition. 
 
We also want to thank Sentek Global and their Haiku 
Cyber Range team for helping to make this possible at a 
lowest common denominator so, we are able to better 
reach California’s under-served students. We also thank 
their partner, Amazon Web Services for use of their 
exemplary cloud services.  
 
Without these very special contributions and assistance, 
we would not be successful. 
 
Thank you! 
 
Liz Fraumann, CMCC Competition Lead 
California Cyberhub, Executive Adviser   
 

ABOUT CALIFORNIA CYBERHUB 
The California Cyberhub organizes and coordinates the 
overall event, providing program oversight, event 
management, staffing and financial management. The 
California Cyberhub also develops general marketing 
materials and communication packages for local centers to 
use in promoting this event. Deputy Sector Navigators 
foster communication with the local city mayors and 
community and help drive team selection. 

 

 


